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Let A be a second order differential operator with positive leading term 
defined on an interval J of R. In this paper we study conditions for the equality 
D,,(A) = D,(A) to hold. Here D,(A) and D,(A) are the domains of the minimal 
and maximal extensions of A respectively. Under the general assumption that 
A(1) and A*(l) are bounded above it is proven that under certain conditions 
D,(A) = D,(A) if functions which are constant near the boundaries of J are in 
D,(A) n D,(A*) whenever they are in D,(A) n D,(A*). In particular if A is 
formally selfadjoint and 1 E D,(A) then D,(A) = D,(A) if and only if 1 E D,,(A). 
When the measure of / is infinite at both ends D,(A) is always equal to D,(A). 
This fact is used to show that the leading term of A as well as its terminal 
coefficient can be chosen arbitrarily (although not independently of one another) 
in such a way that the equality D, = D1 holds. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a second order differential operator defined on an open interval 
J: --oc) < 1, < Z1 < co. We assume that the leading term of -4 is strictly 
positive on J. In addition there is given a positive smooth (Cm) density p(x) on J, 
in terms of which we define the space D, = D,(A) by 
Here Au is understood in the sense of distributions. D, is a Hilbert space when 
given the topology of the graph norm of A: 
II u II! = II u II2 + II Au II’. 
In this paper we study conditions for the density of C,m in D, . This is referred 
to as the equality D, = D, where D, denotes the graph closure of C,,- in D, . 
In the terminology of Dunford and Schwartz [l], this will be the case if and only 
if A has no boundary values at either end point of J. When A is selfadjoint this 
has been classically known as the limit point case of H. Weyl [6]. Although for 
technical reasons we treat both end points simultaneously, it should be noted 
that every result in this paper has a “one-sided” analog. We will refrain from 
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stating the corresponding facts explicitly. Nevertheless, they will be used in 
examples. If 1 is an end point of J we will use the phrase “Do = D, at 1” without 
further comment. 
Our main result is that for this equality to hold, it is necessary and sufficient 
(under conditions to be stated below) that functions which are constant near the 
boundaries of J should be in D, whenever they are in D, . Thus in particular if A 
is formally selfadjoint the p-measure of J is finite and A(1) is bounded above as 
well as in Lu2 then D, = D, if and only if 1 E D, . This is surprising in view 
of the fact that D, will generally contain unbounded functions whenever 
1 E D,; for if D, CL” it follows from the closed graph theorem that the inclusion 
must be continuous; therefore if 1 were in D, it would be uniformly approxim- 
able by Cc,% functions which is clearly impossible. Thus our result implies the 
truth of the statement: if 1 is approximable by Cam (in the graph norm of A) then 
D, must contain unbounded functions which are in turn approximable by Corn. 
Another consequence of our work is a generalization to the nonselfadjoint 
case of the classical result [6, 41 that if J has infinite measure at both ends then 
D, = D, is always true, provided that the terminal coefficients A(1) and A*(l) 
of A and A* respectively are bounded above. 
The added generality obtained by considering arbitrary measures, although 
in a sense illusory, is important even when considering a problem originally 
stated in the more familiar terms of the Lebesgue measure for example. In fact 
if one can find a positive density p(x) on J such that the p-measure of J is 
infinite at both ends and such that ~L-~/~A($/~) as well as p-112A*(p1/2) are 
bounded above then D, = D, . Using this technique one can derive a whole 
class of explicit sufficient conditions for Do = D, . We limit ourselves to obtain 
some necessary and some sufficient conditions relating mostly to the anti- 
symmetric part of A and to the condition 1 E D,(A) n D,(A*). Finally we use 
the same idea to prove the following interesting fact: let A,,, denote the operator 
where ,.L is a fixed density and Q is strictly positive. The question arises: what 
kind of coefficients are permissible in the sense that D,(A,,,) = D,(A,,,)? 
We prove that p can be arbitrary (there is always some Q that will do) and that 
when the p-measure of J is infinite at both ends the termination coefficient q 
can also be taken to be arbitrary. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
We assume that A is a polynomial of degree 2 in d/dx with real Cm coefficients 
and a strictly positive leading part. There is no loss if we write A in the form 
A = p-‘(Wx) p(Wx) + r.l--‘+W) + q. (2.1) 
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with p, p positive everywhere. Note ‘that we do not include p in the definition 
of q since this coefficient plays a special role in our considerations; in addition 
it can be defined intrinsically as A(1). As we know, A has a formal adjoint A* 
defined by the identity 
(44 $1 = (9, A*#), d,# E Gem 
where the inner product is taken with respect to the measure CL(X) dx: 
At this point it should be mentioned that all the function spaces involved are 
real, although the results extend to their complexifications, provided the 
coefficients of A are kept real. We define &(A*), D,(A*) by the same prescrip- 
tion given for A in the introduction and we remark that D,(A*) is the domain of 
the (Hilbert space) adjoint of A /’ D,(A). Similarly &(A*) is the domain of the 
adjoint of A p D,(A). If I is an end point of J it is convenient to introduce a 
function u1 E C=(J) which satisfies: 
241 = 1 near 1 (i.e., on an interval having I as a limit point) 
z= 0 near the other end point of J. 
The behaviour of ur on compact subsets of J is immaterial to us. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let u E Di(A), u E D,(A*), 0 < i -+ j < I. Then 
lii(p(u'" - ua') + YUV)(X) -= 0. (2.2) 
Proof. The hypothesis implies that (Au, w) = (u, A*o). Now we may assume 
that u = 0 near aAZ since u E D,(A) implies UZ+ E Di(A) as is readily seen from 
the identity 
A(uu,) = u,Au + u(A - ,4(l)) ul -L 2p-‘pu’ufI 
and the well-known fact that D,(A) C HP(J). Th us integration by parts yields 
0 x (AU, w) - (u, A*v) = !j? s,::, @Au - uA*a) CL dt 
= l~hl(p(u’w - uw’) +- YUW) (x) 
which is the desired formula. 
An appropriate choice of u and/or w in (2.2) gives: 
COROLLARY 2.2. (i) If uI E D,(A*) then 
lii(pu’ + YU) (x) = 0, u E I),(A). (2.3) 
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(ii) If u1 E &(A*) thea 
lii(pu’ + YU) (x) = 0, ?A E D,(A). (2.4) 
(iii) If u1 E (D,(A) fl @(A*)) U [D&4*) n Q(A)] then 
liz Y(X) = 0. (2.5) 
For the remainder of this section it will be convenient to introduce the follow- 
ing terminology: 
DEFINITION 2.3. An end point 1 of J such that ur E Q(A) n &(A*) will be 
said to be finite. 
It is clear that 1 is finite if and only if the measure of J is finite near 1 and in 
addition both A( 1) and A *( 1) are in Lu2 near 2. One easily checks that the latter 
are fulfilled if and only if Q and @r’ are in Lu2 near 2 (cf. 2.1). The following is a 
direct consequence of Corollary 2.2(iii): 
COROLLARY 2.3. A necessary condition for the equality D,(A) = D,(A) to 
hold is that lim,,, r(x) = 0 whenever 1 is jinite. 
We now come to the main theorem of this section. We shall make the following 
assumptions. 
A(1) and A*(l) are bounded above. (2.6) 
IfIisanendpointofJandIJIB(Y)dy/ <oo,thenZisfinite. (2.7) 
If I is finite and Y(X) # 0 between xs and 1 then 
II:o)y-l~~~p(x)d~I?a(Y)dyI = ~0. 
(2.8) 
The divergence of the integral in (2.8) is obviously a condition on how fast Y 
vanishes near an end point which is finite. For example if Y = P, 0 < x and 
p = 1 then Y satisfies (2.8) if and only if 01 > Q. That some condition of this sort 
is needed follows from Corollary 2.3. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A satisfy (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8). Then D, = D, if and 
only if u1 E D,(A) n D&A*) whenever 1 is a finite endpoint of J. ’ 
For the proof we will need two lemmas. Let 
x o = “7~ HA(l) + A*(l)). (2-9) 
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LEMMA 2.5. The following a priori estimates for A and A* hold: 
Ii Au - Au II Z (A - 44 II u II , 21 E Q,(A), h E R, (2.10) 
// V - ,4*V /I > (A - Ao) ji V // , v E D&A*), h E R. (2.11) 
Proof. Both sides of (2.10) and (2.11) are continuous in the graph norms of 
,4 and A* respectively. Therefore it suffices to consider u, v in Corn. A computa- 
tion shows that for +, 4 smooth 
A(N) = +A# + $4 - &Ml) i- W’P~‘#‘. 
In particular if 4 = yG we get: 
44 = 1/&4(~2> + 4241N - P-W’)” 
which in turn implies when 4 E Cam 
($,A$) = (+A+, 1) = M2, 1/2(4(l) -k A*(l))) - (P-W’)“, 1). 
Since p > 0 and 1/2(A( 1) + A *( 1)) < h, we have 
An application of Schwartz’s inequality gives the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let ,4 be an arbitrary dzzerential operator satisfying (2.10) and 
(2.11). Then the following are equivalent: 
(9 Q,(A) = &(A) 
(ii) 0,(,4*) = D,(A*) 
(iii) For all h > A,-, Ker(h - iz) n D,(A) = Ker(h - A*) f~ D,(A*) = 0 
(iv) For some h > X, Ker(h - A) n D,(A) = Ker(X - A*) n D,(A*) = 0. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are clearly equivalent and together they imply (iii). Since 
(iv) is a particular case of (iii) we prove that (iv) implies (i). Let u E D,(A). With 
X given by (iv) consider f = hu - Au. We would like to solve this equation 
in D,, , for id u0 is such a solution then u - ua E D,(A) n Ker(X - A) = 0 
which proves that u E D,,(A). Now the operator A* with domain D,(A*) is the 
LM2 adjoint of A with domain D,(A) and since Ker(X - A*) n D,(A*) == 0 it 
follows that the range of X - A on D,(A) is dense in LH2. Since this operator is 
closed and satisfies the estimate (2.10) it follows that its range is closed and 
therefore it is the whole of LU2 which proves the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. The only thing to prove is the sufficiency. Pick h, such 
that 
A, > max{spp A(l), syp A*( 1)). 
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Note that A, > A, . We shall prove that if A,u - Au = 0 then II is not in 
Lu2. Since the same applies to A*, this is all we need in view of Lemmas 2.5 
and 2.6. Now suppose that u E L,2 and that u # 0. We may assume by changing 
u to --u if necessary that u(x,,) > 0 for some x,, E J; note that u E C”. We next 
remark that by our choice of A, the operator A, - A satisfies the following 
strong form of the maximum principle: If u(xi) and u’(x~) are positive for some 
xi then u’ is positive to the right of xi and consequently u is strictly increasing 
there. If u’(xi) < 0 and u(xi) > 0 then u’ is negative to the left of x1 and u is 
strictly decreasing there. Moreover if u’(xi) = 0 then u’ is positive to the right 
of xi and negative to its left. This means that by changing x0 a little if necessary 
we may assume that u’(x,,) # 0. We will consider the case u’(x,,) > 0. The other 
is entirely similar. Consider the end point Zi > x0 . Since u E Le2 and u(x) > 
u(xo) > 0 when x > x0 , it follows that the measure of the interval (x0 , Zi) must 
be finite. Now the assumption (2.7) implies that I1 is a finite end point in the 
sense of Definition 2.3. Our hypothesis is that for such a point, z+, E &(A*) n 
D,,(A). From Corollary 2.2(ii) we get that (pu’ + ru) (x) -+ 0 as x -+ Z1 . Thus 
integration from y 2 X0 to I1 gives: 
-@u’ + ru) (y) = J;’ (A, - (q - r’)) up dt 
(2.12) 
= J‘” (A, - A*( 1)) up dt > CU(X,) II’ P dt 
Y Y 
where C is a constant independent of y. Now consider the behavior of r as x + Zi . 
Two possibilities exist: either r does not vanish near Zi or else Zi is a limit point 
of zeroes of r. In the first case we may assume, moving x0 to the right if necessary, 
that r(y) # 0 for x0 < y < Zi . Since pu’(y) > 0, (2.12) gives 
with some other constant C, . Dividing by r, squaring and integrating we get 
which contradicts (2.8). On the other hand if Zi is an accumulation point of zeroes 
of r, there exists xi > x0 with r(q) = 0 and p(~i) u/(x1) > 0; but by (2.12) 
-+(x1) > Cl j- ‘l p dt > 0 
+1 
which is again a contradiction. The theorem is proved. 
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The following is an extension to the nonselfadjoint case of a classical result 
due to H. Weyl [6] (see also [l] and [4]). 
COROLLARY 2.7. Suppose that the measure of J is infinite at both ends. Then 
D, = D, prozided that A(1) and A*(l) are bounded above. 
Proof. So end point is finite. Thus (2.7) and (2.8) are (vacuously) fulfilled 
and Theorem 2.4 applies. 
COROLL.JRY 2.8. Suppose that J hasfinite (p-)measure and that A is formally 
selfadjoint, with A(1) bounded above and in LG2. Then D, = D, if and only ;f 
1 E D,, . 
Proof. This is a particular case of Theorem 2.4. 
3. CHANGE OF MEASURE AND APPLICATIONS 
In this section we will indicate how to generalize our previous results by 
introducing a new measure on J. Let v be its density. Then the map U: f + 
(p/v)1/2 f is an isometry from L, 2 to LV2 which sends Corn onto itself and induces 
an operator -4 on J such that the diagram 
(3-l) 
“commutes” at the Cam level. It is clear that (A)* = dX, the star operations 
being taken with respect to v and p respectively. Since 
A(l) = (&J)i!2 14(&!q-i’? (3.2) 
A*( 1) _ (p,/v)l!2 iz *(CL ‘“)-I f* (3.3) 
we obtain from Corollary 2.7: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let J have infinite v-measure at both ends. Then D,(A) = 
D,(A) provided that (3.2) and (3.3) are bounded above. 
EXAMPLE 3.2 (Friedrichs, [2]). J = (l,, , 11), --oo < I,, < II < 00; p =-- 1. 
.1 = (d’d&)p(d/dx) + q satisfies D, = D, if l”p-’ dt is not in L2 at either 
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endpoint. Set V(X) = (J” p-l dt)2. Th en A(l) = A”*( 1) = q. The hypothesis 
means that the v-measure of J is infinite at both ends. 
More generally if TV is arbitrary then D, = D, if q is bounded above and if 
f”p-r dt is not in Lu2 near the end points. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. A = (d/dx) x”(d/dx) + /?xy(d/dx) + q on (0, co); p = 1. 
Taking v = x-l we obtain 
Ajl) = q - l/2(01 - 3/2) XOL-~ - &l 1 2) xy-r 
a*( 1) = q - 1/2(or - 3/2) ~n-~ - fi(r - l/2) X”-l. 
These will be bounded above if 
q(x) < 1/2(a - 3/2) x=-2 + CB,r~~-l + constant 
where 
G,, = mW/2; Bb - 1/W = I P/2 I (Y sknB - I Y - 1 0. (3.4) 
This generalizes results of Sears [5] and Kurss [3] who treat the selfadjoint 
case (/3 = 0). (In fact Kurss requires (y. < 3/2. The case 3/2 < 01 < 2 is of 
interest since q is then allowed to be +co at x = 0.) 
Remark. If in Example 3.3 we set LX = 2, /3 = y = 1, and q = 0 we see that 
(3.4) holds and therefore D, = D, . Now x = 0 is a finite end point for this 
operator in the sense of Definition 2.3. If 11s is the corresponding function (as 
defined before Proposition 2.1), one can verify that the sequence &(x) = 
us(x) u,(l/nx) is in COm and converges to u,, both in D,(A) and in D,(A*). There- 
fore all the conditions of Theorem 2.4 hold except for (2.8). We conjecture that 
as in the selfadjoint case (cf. Corollary 2.8), this condition is superfluous for the 
validity of Theorem 2.4, although we do not know how to prove it. 
Example 3.3 also shows that if q has polynomial growth at to and is bounded 
above near 0, there is always a function p > 0 such that D,(A,,,) = D,(A,,,) 
where 
4, = cL-Ydldx) P(W) + q. (3.5) 
It is enough to take p = X@ with 01 sufficiently large. As we shall see the restriction 
on the growth of q is unnecessary. To achieve this we need a further consequence 
of Proposition 3.1. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let A = (d/dx)p(d/dx) + q be dejined on R1 with TV = 1. 
Assume that 
q(x) < 1/2(sign x) 1 x Ill2 (p 1 x 1-3/2)’ + constant, x large. (3.6) 
Then D, = D, . 
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Pvoof. We use Proposition 3.1 with p = 1, v _- / x i-l for large x, V(X) I>. 0 
and Cx everywhere. A computation shows that 
J(l) = fj - 1/2(sign x) 1 x I (p j x le3!“)’ 
if / s ! is large. 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose that J has injnite p-measure at both ends and that 
q is a given C= function on J. Then there exists a strictly positive function p E F(J) 
such that with Ap,a as dej%zed in (3.5) one has D&A,,,,) =I= &(A,,,,). 
Proof. We change variables by integrating the equation 4~ = p da+. Our 
assumption means that y ranges over the whole of Ii’ as x ranges over J. This 
change of variables transfers A to the operator A” = (d/dy)pT(d/dy) + g, 
with h on the right-hand side indicating the change of variables. It is now 
clear that the theorem will follow if we can prove it in R1 with TV = 1. Let 
q1 E C”(Rl) such that e(x) 3 q(x) and ql(x) > 0 everywhere. With a non- 
negative d, E Cam such that 4 = 1 in a neighborhood of 0, we set 
P = 4 f 2(1 - 4) [ x j312 iz ql(t) (sign t) t-l12 dt. 
This is a strictly positive Coo function which for / x ~ large satisfies condition (3.6) 
of Proposition 3.4. This proves the theorem. 
Our final result goes in the opposite direction. This time there is no restriction 
on the measure of J. 
THEOREM 3.6. Given an arbitrary everywhere positive function p E Cz( J) 
there always exists a function q E Cm(J) such that with ADS, defined as in (3.5) 
one has 4U,,,) = @(A,,,). 
Proof. Choose a positive density v such that the v-measure of J is infinite at 
both ends. Consider the operator 
d = v-l(d/dx) VP-lp(d/dx) 
on J, with respect to the measure Y dx. We know from Corollary 2.7 that 
D,(A) = D,(A). If we now transfer a to an operator A in Lti2 as in Proposition 
3.1 we see that D,(A) = D,(A). A computation shows that 
A = @(d/dx)p(d/dx) + (I+)“” Y&+/V)‘:’ =: A,,, 
with q = (v,P) / Ii2 iI(~/v)l/~. The theorem is proved. 
Remark. Our proof shows that in fact there is a function q,, E Ca( J) such 
that the conclusion of the theorem holds with any q which is bounded above 
by qo. 
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